Due to the information redundancy of video, automatically extracting essential video content is one of key techniques for accessing and managing video library. In this paper, we present a generic framework of User Attention Model, which estimates the attentions viewers may pay to video contents when watching videos. Based on user attention model, video content is indexed by importance ranking, because human attention is an effective and efficient mechanism for information prioritizing and filtering. Particularly, we define viewer attention through multiple sensory perceptions, i.e. visual and aural stimulus as well as partly semantic understanding. Also, a set of modeling methods for visual and aural attentions are proposed. As an important application of user attention model, a feasible solution of video summarization, without fully semantic understanding of video content and complex heuristic rules, is implemented to demonstrate the effectiveness, robustness and generality of user attention model.
INTRODUCTION
One of the key technologies required for efficient access and management of video library is video content indexing, that is, how to effectively retrieve important information from redundant video data. Usually, an effective video indexing needs fully semantic understanding of video content. However it is not achievable for contemporary computers. Low level feature based approaches, through widely used, are proven not effective enough because of not consistent with human perceptions. In this work, we are seeking for an alternative way to video content understanding based on human perception mechanism, by which video indexing is generated according to importance ranking. As a result, User Attention Model, as a generic framework, is proposed to solve the aforementioned limitations meanwhile avoiding semantic analysis. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of user attention model, we apply it to video summarization, an indispensable feature in video library. A concise and informative video summary enables viewers to quickly figure out the overview contents of a video and decide whether the whole video program is what they want or not. On the other hand, video summarization is also a good measurement of video indexing, because a desirable video summarization always depends on effective video indexing. The main contributions in this work are threefold: a generic framework of user attention model, a set of modeling methods for visual and aural attentions, and a feasible solution for video summarization based on user attention model.
Attention is a neurobiological conception. It means the concentration of mental powers upon an object by close or careful observing or listening, which is the ability or power to concentrate mentally. Also, it is a condition of readiness for such attention involving especially a selective narrowing or focusing of consciousness and receptivity.
Although human attention mechanism is not completely understood by neurophysiologist, some proven conclusions may guide computers to quickly process information like human brain. Modeling viewer attention allows computers to break down the problem of understanding a video sequence into a series of computationally less demanding and localized visual, aural and linguistic analytical problems. Usually, the focus of attention is controlled in both goaldriven and stimulus-driven manners, which correspond to top-down and bottom-up processes in human perception, respectively [1] . Based on primary theories on human attention mechanism, we have proposed a motion attention model for video skimming [2] , an image attention analysis framework [3] and a user attention model for video summarization [4] . In this paper, we enhance user attention model proposed in [4] by integrating our latest works on visual attention modeling [3] and a non-linear fusion scheme. Meanwhile, the modeling process has been significantly sped up. The user attention model is an open and extendable framework composing of visual, aural and linguistic attention models. Each channel has one or multiple computational attention models defined based on human attention mechanisms. These attention models from different channels may be are fused by a linear fusion scheme or a non-linear fusion scheme. Within user attention model framework, stimulus-driven attentions are basic parts while goal-driven attentions belong to extendable parts.
Currently, we have defined four visual attention models and three aural attention models. The linguistic attention model is not in the scope of this paper. The technologies of natural language processing are of great benefit to linguistic attention modeling, such as term weighted vector space models. Visual attention models are defined from two distinctive attributes of video: motion and appearance. Correspondingly, we have proposed a motion attention model [2] and static attention model [3] in previous works. In this paper, the two visual attention models are integrated into user attention model as stimulus-driven attentions. In addition, we also define a face attention model based on a face detection system [5] . The face attention model is a goal-driven attention or semantic attention because it has high level semantics. As video is different from active vision, viewers have to passively acquire information from what camera has recorded. Consequently, viewer attentions are often guided by camera motion which is operated by producers and reflects producers' intentions. From this point of view, we also proposed a guided visual attention, called camera motion model, which contains particular semantics embedded by video producers. From audio channel, we defined aural saliency model, as well as speech and music attention models based on the works in [6, 7] . Aural saliency model is a guided aural attention, which is controlled by video producers, while speech and music attention models belong to goal-given attention. Finally, all attention models from different channels are fused in the generic framework of user attention model. With user attention model, viewer attentions paid to video content are estimated from spatial and temporal domains.
For video indexing purpose, each frame in video sequence is assigned an attention value reflecting its importance.
Thus, along temporal axis, attention values of frames form a curve, named attention curve. Attention curve is a good indicator for video content importance, based on which video summarization may be generated according to human perceptions. Video summary offers a most representative and concise synopsis of the original video. Generally speaking, there are two fundamental types of video summarization: static video abstract and dynamic video skimming. A static abstract, also known as a static storyboard, is a collection of salient images or key-frames extracted from video [8] . A dynamic skimming consists of a collection of associated audio-video sub-clips selected from the original sequence, but with the much shortened length [9] . In this work, we propose a feasible solution for video summarization, including key-frame selection and video skim extraction, based on user attention model, which has no need of sophisticated heuristic rules and fully semantic understanding.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly review the previous works on human attention, computational attention modeling and video summarization. Section 3 introduces the framework of user attention model. Section 4 and Section 5 discuss visual and aural attention modeling methods, respectively, while Section 6 addresses fusion schemes. In Section 7, a feasible solution for video summarization is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness, robustness and generality of user attention model. Experimental results from a user study on video summarization evaluation are reported in Section 8. Finally, concluding remarks and discussions are given in Section 9.
PREVIOUS WORK
The earlier attention research began with William James, who was the first person to outline a theory of human attention [10] . Successively, Broadbent proposed his filter theory of attention in an attempt to explain many of the existing experimental results [11] . The response selection theory of attention was proposed by Deutsch [12] , who indicated that a part of attention involves high level processing. This process is called late selection in the later studies. From 1960s, Treisman proposed a series of models that combined early and late selection into a model known as Feature Integration Theory (FIT) [13] . Treisman's recent study believed that early selection is most active when the perceptual load is high, whereas late selection (object-based and location-based) is used when perceptual load is low [14] . Besides, the advances in a neurophysiological model of attention were also made by Koch [15, 16] .
In recent years, especially with emerging interests in active vision, computer vision researchers had been increasingly concerned with attention mechanisms as well. Consequently, a number of computational attention models were developed, such as the models proposed in [17, 18] . The basic principles behind these efforts were greatly influenced by psychophysical research. In [19] , Niebur proposed a computational attention model and indicated that the so-called "focus of attention" scans the scene both in the form of a rapid, bottom-up, saliency-driven and taskindependent manner and in a slower, top-down, volition-controlled and task-dependent manner. Salah presented a selective attention-based method for visual pattern recognition [20] , say, the handwritten digit recognition and face recognition tasks. In [21] , Bollmann et al. proposed another attention system to control the gaze shifts of an active vision system by integrating with dynamic features, motion-induced attention. Eric et al. argued that the findings about human limited attentional resources -and about how we rely on attentional signals in collaborating -have significant implications for how we design computational system and interfaces [22] . They built a system that sense, and share with users, natural signals about attention to support conversations and other forms of fluid mixedinitiative collaboration with computers. Based on the works in [15, 23, 24] , Itti proposed a saliency-based visual attention model for scene analysis [25] . In Itti's work, visual input is first decomposed into a set of topographic feature maps which all feed into a master "saliency map" in a bottom-up manner. Then, a WTA (Winner-Take-All) competition is employed to select the most conspicuous image locations as attended points. In primates, such a map is believed to be located in the posterior parietal cortex as well as in the various visual maps in the pulvinar nuclei of the thalamus. The other well known computational visual attention model is VISIT (VIsual Search ITeratively) proposed by Ahmad [26] , which is more biologically-plausible than Itti's. VISIT consists of a gating network which corresponds to the pulvinar and whose output, the gated feature maps, corresponds to the areas V4, IT and MT of the optic nerve, a priority network corresponding to the superior colliculus, frontal eye field and posterior parietal areas, a control network corresponding to the posterior parietal areas, and a working memory corresponding to the prefrontal cortex.
Itti's framework and Ahmad's model build up an elegant mapping from computational attention model to biological theories. However, high computational complexity in these systems requires massively parallel method to obtain fast responses, which is a common characteristic of biological structure based attention models. So far, the functions of biological structures in human brain are not clearly understood yet. Strictly reproducing biological structures by computer algorithms is not a good choice for such high-level applications as robot vision and video content analysis.
In contrast, we employ the theories on human attention mechanisms as high-level guidance for computer algorithm design. For example, we have proposed a motion attention model for video skimming [2] , a static attention model for image content analysis [3] , a pure computational algorithm for salient region extraction from video, which is based on the relationship between texture and human perception [27] . We also have presented a user attention model for video summarization in [4] , which integrated Itti's model as static attention model.
To the best of our knowledge, attention model have not been employed to generate video summarization before our efforts. The static video abstract is a simple manner of video summarization depending on key-frame extraction.
The well known approaches to key-frame extraction are based on the sharp changes of low level feature in shot, such as color histogram [28] or motion activity [29] . Zhuang et al. proposed an unsupervised clustering scheme to adaptively extract key-frames from shots [30] . These methods require a pre-defined threshold or desired key-frame number to control the density of key-frames in a shot. Recently, some shot-independent approaches were also proposed. For example, key-frames were extracted from the entire video program using a time-constrained clustering algorithm [31] . Other more sophisticated methods include the integration of motion and spatial activity analysis with skin-color and face detection technologies [32] , a progressive multi-resolution key-frame extraction technique [33] and object-based approach [34] .
Static video summary, although effective in presenting visual content of video, cannot preserve the time-evolving dynamic nature of video content. Moreover, audio track, an important information channel of video, is discarded. A skimming sequence, on the other hand, is able to provide users a more impressive preview of entire video. Many literatures argued that dynamic video skimming is an indispensable tool for video browsing. One of the most straightforward approaches is to compress original video by speeding up the playback [35] . However, this kind of video summary is limited by the playback speed in order to keep the speech comprehensible. The Informedia system
[36] generated short synopsis of video by integrating audio, video and textual information. By combining language understanding techniques with visual feature analysis, this system gave reasonable results. However, such textdriven approach cannot provide viewers satisfactory visual presentation. Moreover, the textual information is not always available due to noisy speech or lacking of closed caption. Another approach to semantically meaningful summary generation is event-oriented abstraction scheme [37] . In recent years, some other techniques were also developed. For example, the trajectories of objects were used in [38] , the linear dynamical system theory was applied in [39] , and singular value decomposition was adopted in [40] . But these methods only provide good results in some specific cases. Tanveer et al. proposed an approach to video preview generation by learning user browsing behavior [41] . The so-called interaction pattern was defined as users' transition while watching a video, and modeled by Hidden Markov Model. In [42] , computable scene, visual complexity, visual file syntax/grammar, and a set of utility functions were defined for audio-visual skim generation. As a result, the video skims were created through a general constrained utility maximization procedure that maximizes the information content and the coherence of skim. In fact, this approach is not suitable for those raw videos without being edited, such as home video. Three techniques were proposed to automatically create summarization of audio-video presentations in [43] .
As specific prior knowledge about audio-video presentation were used, such as slides transition points, these methods are not suitable for general video. Although there were so many approaches to video summarization, the results are still far from satisfactory for viewers. Therefore, a generic solution designed from point of view of human attention mechanism is expected to generate video summarization consisting with human perceptions.
ARCHITECTURE OF USER ATTENTION MODEL
Video is a compound of image sequence, audio tracks, and textural information. The three basic channels deliver information to viewers with their own primary elements. Motion (object motion and camera motion), appearance (color, shape, texture), and objects are primary elements in image sequence. Also, audio tracks may be decomposed into such primary elements as speech, music, salience and various special sounds. The textual information is represented in linguistic form, which is usually obtained from closed caption, automatic speech recognition (ASR), and superimposed texts. Therefore, we may investigate viewers' attentions when they are watching a video from these primary elements in the three basic channels. In other words, user attention model should be composed of visual, aural and linguistic attentions.
From the point of view of video content analysis, viewer attentions may be classified into perceptual attention, semantic attention and guided attention. The perceptual attentions are directly caused by the stimulus perceived in human receptors, such as retina in eyes and drum in ears. While semantic attentions usually are leaded by some specific prior knowledge, say, the conceptions synthesized in human mind. For example, to recognize an object is to build a mapping between the appearances of object and the most similar image of concept in mind. All these cognition activities depend on postnatal learning, instead of instincts. The guided attentions come from the producers' intentions embedded in video, such as camera motions and the loudness of sounds, because video producers often utilize camera operations, e.g., panning, zooming, and sound effects to guide viewer attentions. Fig. 1 presents the architecture of user attention model. To obtain this model, the video sequence is decomposed into primary elements in the three basic channels first. Then, a set of attention modeling methods are required to generate attention curves separately. Finally, fusion schemes are employed to obtain a comprehensive attention curve, which may be used as importance ranking or indexing of video content. Any visual, aural and linguistic attention models can be integrated into this user attention framework, if only their computational model is available.
Therefore, user attention model is an open and extendable framework. The perceptual attentions include motion attention model and static attention model, while face, speech and music attention models belong to semantic attentions. In addition, the two guided attention models, camera motion model and aural saliency model, are also important parts of this framework. Currently, we have developed a set of attention modeling methods, mainly focusing on visual and aural attentions. The linguistic attention modeling methods are not in the scope of this paper, which may adopt some approaches to natural language processing, such as vector space models. We list the linguistic attention model in this architecture in order to give readers a uniform and completed expression.
Compared to the original user attention model in [4] , the static attention model is replaced by our latest work [3] , camera motion estimation also employs our latest work [44] , instead of classical affine model. These improvements significantly speed up the modeling process.
Besides of modeling, fusion scheme is another key issue in this framework. Linear combination, non-linear mapping, user interaction, or machine learning methods all can be employed. By fusion, a final attention curve is generated from all attention curves in three basic channels. Due to the limited space, we only discuss a linear and a non-linear fusion schemes in this paper. User interaction and machine learning may augment the two basic fusion schemes by user customization and sample training, respectively.
In this way, user attention model effectively compress a complex spatio-temporal signal into a one-dimensional timeseries signal, say, attention curve which measures viewer attentions. Attention curve is a good indicator of video content importance, with which the redundant contents in video are easily filtered out. Therefore, user attention model may leverage many potential video-related applications, such as structuring, indexing, browsing and management. In this paper, we employ user attention model to guide video summarization creation. The proposed solution is able to provide viewers satisfactory video summaries without using complex heuristic rules and fully semantic understanding. The details of modeling methods, fusion schemes and summarization scheme are presented in the following sections, respectively.
VISUAL ATTENTION MODELING
As aforementioned, we model visual attentions, including motion (object motion, camera motion), appearance (color, shape, texture), and object (such as human face), by two perceptual models (motion attention model and static attention model), a semantic attention model (face attention model) and a guided attention model (camera motion model).
Motion Attention Model
The viewer attentions caused by motion, called motion attention, are estimated based on motion vector field (MVF).
Usually, MVF can be obtained by block-based motion estimation or directly from MPEG stream. If we treat MVF as retina in eyes, motion vectors could be viewed as perceptual responses of optic nerves. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that a MVF has three inductors: Intensity inductor, Spatial Coherence inductor, and Temporal Coherence inductor. When motion vectors in MVF pass these inductors, they are transformed into three kinds of maps, as shown in Fig. 2 (c-e) respectively. Finally, the outputs from three inductors are fused into a saliency map ( Fig. 2 (b) ) indicating spatio-temporal distribution of motion attention.
The Intensity Inductor at each macro block induces motion energy or activity, called motion intensity I. Specifically, given a MVF with MhN macro blocks, the motion intensity at each macro block MB i,j (0İi<M, 0İM<N) is computed as the magnitude of motion vectors:
where (dx i,j , dy i,j ) denote two components of motion vector along x-axis and y-axis respectively, and MaxMag is the normalization factor. The Spatial Coherence Inductor induces the spatial phase consistency of motion vectors. The regions with consistent motion vectors are most likely within a moving object. In contrast, the motion vectors with inconsistent phase are often located at object boundaries. We measure spatial coherency using a entropy based method. First, we build a phase histogram in a spatial window with the size of w×w (pixels) at each location of macro block. Then, the coherence of phase distribution, Cs, is measured by entropy:
where SH w i,j (t) is spatial phase histogram, and the corresponding probability distribution function of spatial phase is p s (t). n denotes the number of histogram bins. Similarly, we define temporal coherency, Ct, the output of Temporal Coherence inductor, in a sliding window with the size of L (frames) as follows:
where TH L i,j (t) is temporal phase histogram, and corresponding probability distribution function of temporal phase is p t (t). n is the number of histogram bins. In this manner, motion in video is measured by three inductors I, Cs, Ct, which compose a motion perception mechanism.
The three motion inductors perceive motion from different aspects. But, they have close relationship from which attended motion can be determined. Generally speaking, the motion with high intensity usually attracts more human attentions. However, the camera motions also contribute motion intensity to I inductor, although they are not the interests of viewers. For example, the fast camera panning is frequently used in video productions to skip the trivial.
Moreover, when motion energy is low, Intensity inductor becomes not sensitive to variations. Therefore, the other two inductors should be considered to suppress these negative effects from I inductor. Spatial Consistency inductor, Cs, provides us two cues: 1) the phases of motion vectors in a moving object tend to be consistent; 2) if the phases of motion vectors are disordered and the magnitudes of them are evidently great, it implies the motion information is not reliable. Because Spatial Consistency inductor is sensitive to the motion with low energy, it is a good supplementary of Intensity inductor. As camera motion is often more stable than object motion during a long time, we may utilize this character to discriminate object motion from camera motion by computing Ct. In order words, Temporal Consistency inductor is sensitive to object motions. According to these observations on discriminative patterns presented in three outputs I, Cs, and Ct, motion attention is computed as:
According to (6) , the outputs from I, Cs, and Ct channels are integrated into a motion saliency map, as shown in Fig. 2(b), in which the areas with attended motions are explicitly presented by highlighted blocks. The sample video clip shown in Fig. 2 is a typical video with both object motions (a swimming and twisting fish) and camera motions (tacking the fish). That is, the object has intensive motions and the background is also moving irregularly. It is difficult for conventional computer vision approaches to track the moving object. However, the fish in scene is correctly detected by the proposed method for motion attention modeling, which is based on the distinctive patterns of attended motion on saliency map.
With the results of attended motion detection, we compute motion attention value of MVF as the average brightness of attended motions in saliency map,
where B q is the brightness of macro block in saliency map, ȁ denotes the set of attended areas caused by motion activities, ȍ r denotes the set of macro blocks in each attended area, and N MB is the number of macro blocks in a MVF and used for normalization purpose. The motion attention values, M motion , form a continuous motion attention curve along time axis as shown in Fig. 10 -II(f).
Static Attention Model
Static scenes may also attract human attentions, but cannot be detected or estimated by motion attention model. Therefore, we develop a static attention model as a part of visual attention. The basic idea of static attention is still based on saliency map. However, this saliency map is generated only from appearance. According to the investigation in [3] , a principle behind appearance, such as color, texture and shape, is contrast. Therefore, the contrast-based saliency map generation is an important step for static attention estimation.
Contrast is an important parameter in assessing vision. Visual acuity measurement in the clinic uses high contrast, that is, black letters on a white background. In reality, objects and their surroundings are of varying contrast. Therefore, the relationship between visual acuity and contrast allows a more detailed understanding of human visual perception [45] . Object appearance is represented by color, shape and texture. But human never understand an image by the three elements separately. In other words, whether an object can be perceived or not depends on the distinctiveness between itself and its environment. Consequently, we proposed a contrast-based saliency map based on a general contrast definition. Given an image with M×N pixels or blocks, the contrast value C i,j at a pixel or block (i, j) is defined as follows: saliency map is formed, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Such kind of contrast-based saliency map not only reflects color contrast, but also reflects the strength of texture. Moreover, the areas close to object boundary lean to have same or similar contrasts. Therefore, this contrast-based saliency map represents color, texture and approximate shape information simultaneously. In order to extract attended areas from saliency map, a method called fuzzy growing is proposed in [3] , which integrates fuzzy theory into classical region growing algorithm. Saliency map is a gray-level image in which bright areas are considered as attended areas. We define two fuzzy events, attended areas and unattended areas. The boundary of attended areas is determined by fuzzy partition during region growing routine. Fig. 3 gives some samples of contrast-based saliency map and the estimated attended areas marked by blue rectangles. The size and the brightness of attended areas in saliency map determine the attention value of the frame.
Similar to motion attention model, static attention is computed according to the number of attended areas, as well as the brightness, area and position of attended areas,
where B i,j denotes the brightness of the pixels in attended area R k , N denotes the number of attended area, A frame is the area of frame, and W pos i,j is a normalized Gaussian template with the center located at center of frame. Since human usually pay more attentions to the areas near to frame center, this normalized Gaussian template assigns a weight to each pixel or block. Along the time axis, static attention values form a static attention curve, as shown in Fig. 10 -II(g).
Face Attention Model
Face is one of the most discriminative characteristic of human beings. The appearance of dominant faces in video usually attracts viewer attentions. Therefore, face attention model, as a semantic attention model, is defined. By employing a real-time face detection module [5] , face rectangles at each frame as well as the pose of face are obtained. Fig. 4(a) gives an example of face detection results in a video frame. According to producing rules of movie, faces' sizes and positions reflect the importance of protagonists. Correspondingly, it also reflects the importance of frame. Hence, we model face attention as where A k denotes the size of k th face, A frame denotes the area of frame, w pos i is the weight at position i defined in Fig.   4(b) . Fig. 10 -II(h) shows an example of face attention curve generated by face attention model.
Camera Motion Model
Camera motions, through not video content, are often utilized to direct viewer attentions by video producers, such as emphasizing or neglecting some contents in video. Therefore, we model camera motion as a guided attention model in user attention framework, called camera motion model. As camera motion estimation is a computational consuming process, we employ a fast camera motion analysis module [44] in camera motion modeling.
The aim of camera motion modeling is to transform camera motion variation, including motion type, direction and velocity, to an attention curve. In visual attention model, camera motion model plays a role of magnifier, which is multiplied with the sum of other visual attention models. Correspondingly, the attention value is in the range of
[0~2], as shown in Fig. 5 . The attention value higher than one means emphasis and the value smaller than one means neglect. If camera does not intend to guide human attentions, the value equals one. In addition, there is a switch s cm controlling the effects from camera motions. If s cm =0, the camera motion model is turned off. The linear fusion scheme introduced in Section 6.1 gives the details of usage.
The camera motion attentions are modeled based on general movie editing rules. 1) Zooming and dollying are always used to emphasize something. The faster the zooming/dollying is, the more important the content focused is.
Usually, zoom-in or dollying forward is used to emphasize the details, while zoom-out or dollying backward is used to emphasize the overview scene. In this work, we consider dollying the same as zooming. 2) If video producers want to neglect something, horizontal panning is applied. The faster the panning is, the less important the contents are. On the contrary, unless video producers want to emphasize something, vertical panning is not used. The panning along other direction is seldom used.
3) The other camera motions have no obvious intention. We assign them a value of 1 and leave attention determination to other visual attention models. 4) The frequently changing camera motions are considered as random motions, which are also modeled as 1. Specifically, a zooming process is intended to emphasize the end part of zooming sequence whereas the frames during zooming are usually not very important. We assume the content importance increases temporally when camera zooms. In Fig. 5(a) , the attention value is assigned to 1 when zooming is started, while the attention value at end of zooming is a direct ratio to the speed of zooming V z . If camera becomes still after zooming, the attention value at end of zooming will continue for a short time t k , then return to 1, as shown in Fig. 5(b) . The attention value of panning is determined by two aspects:
velocity V p and direction Ȗ, that is, it equals the product of the inverse of speed and the quantization function of direction in Fig. 5(c) . Taking the first quadrant as an example in Fig. 5(d Similar to zooming, if camera becomes still after panning, the attention value will continue for a short time t k , and attention value is an inverse ratio to the speed of panning V p as shown in Fig. 5(e) . Fig. 5 (g) models the case of zooming followed by panning. If other types of motion are followed by zooming, the attention value of zooming at start point is determined by the end point of those motions before. Fig. 5(h) and (i) give examples of panning and stillness which are followed by zooming respectively. The other camera motions modeling is given in Fig. 5(f) , which is a constant value 1, as the same as stillness. In this manner, camera motions are converted to an attention curve along time axis, as shown in Fig. 10 -II(i).
AURAL ATTENTION MODELING
Aural information is an important source to catch human attention. For example, speech is the most important manner for human to convey semantics, and music is usually embedded with specific meanings indicating human sentiments. In addition, loud and sudden sounds often grab human attentions from other focuses. Therefore, we define 3 aural attention models: aural saliency, speech attention, and music attention.
Aural Saliency Model
As a fundamental property of sound, loudness essentially reflects aural saliency. Human are often attracted by loud or sudden sounds if they have no subjective intentions. If the loudness is low enough, any sound, including speech, music, and other sound effects (such as whistle, applause, and laugh), cannot attract human attentions. In this work, aural saliency is modeled based on sound energy, assuming an individual may pay attention to a sound if one of the following cases occurs: 1) an absolute loud sound, which can be measured by average energy of sound; 2) the sudden increases or deceases of the loudness. We measure such sharp loudness changes by energy peak. Consequently, the aural saliency model is defined as:
where a E and p E are the two components of aural saliency: normalized average energy and normalized energy peak of sound. They are calculated by (12) and (13), respectively,
where E avr and E peak denote average energy and energy peak of sound, respectively, and MaxE avr and MaxE peak are the maximum average energy and energy peak within an audio segment. A sliding window is employed to compute aural saliency along time axis. Similar to camera motion model, aural saliency model also plays a role of magnifier in aural attention model. Fig. 10 -II(j) shows an example of such kind of curve in which audio samples are aligned to video frames.
Speech and Music Attention Models
Besides some special sound effects, human usually pay more attention to speech and music because they convey more semantics than other sounds. Based on our previous work on audio classification [6, 7] , the saliency of speech/music is measured by the ratio of speech/music to other sounds in an audio segment. In our implementation, an audio segment is firstly divided into sub-segments, from which a set of features are extracted. 
FUSION SCHEMES FOR USER ATTENTION MODEL
We have modeled visual and aural attentions from individual channels. However, how to fuse these responses to form a final attention curve is the other key issue in user attention modeling. Currently, we implement a linear and non-linear fusion schemes. Linear combination is a simple and effective method. The parameters in linear functions may be obtained by user interactions or machine learning if it is regarded as a regression problem. Also, we deduce a non-linear fusion function to simplify parameter determination.
Linear Fusion Scheme
First of all, the attention curves from different channels are normalized to [0~1]. Let A denote user attention model, the linear fusion scheme is defined as: 
Non-Linear Fusion Scheme
In order to reduce users' interactions, we deduce a non-linear fusion scheme. Intuitively, viewers may also react when only a subset of attention components has relatively higher attention values. For example, a video segment with high motion attention but very low aural attention is also able to trigger viewers' responses. Second, the more attention components with higher values there are, the more likely the content draws viewer attentions. In conclusion, the fusion function is a monotone increasing function.
If let n be the number of features, the feature vector be denoted by
, and the feature function be denoted by ( )
L , the non-linear fusion scheme should satisfy two criteria (20) and (21) When the strict inequality sign in (20) and (21) are replaced by non-strict inequality sign, the fusion function could be,
Obviously, this function is the average of the two features plus a correction, i.e., the variance of the two features. To keep the strict inequality signs in (20) and (21), we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (2-Dim Attention Fusion Function without Weights):
The following function
satisfies inequality (20) and (21), where 0 > ∀γ is a constant. (22) and (23) . The parameter γ in (23) is a predefined constant, which controls the amount of differences between the left side and right side of inequalities (20) and (21) when x 1 , x 2 and ¦ are fixed. The greater the parameter γ is, the smaller the differences are. To be exact, γ represents the significance of one attention component in the integrated attention model. The greater it is, the more greatly that one attention component with high attention value affects (increases) the overall attention value.
Two dimensions is the simplest case. Now, we extend this fusion scheme to higher dimensions. In fact, for ndimensional case, we have Theorem 2 as follow.
Theorem 2 (n-Dim Attention Fusion Function without Weights):
The following function (26) where (27) the inequality (26) is strictly satisfied.
Also, if the user interaction is available, the performance of non-linear fusion scheme can be further improved. To be exact, when user supplied weights are available, we have
Theorem 3 (n-Dim Attention Fusion Function with Weights):
The following function Actually, W equals the maximum value of the numerator of equation (28). Thus we have
When all weights are equal, obviously we have W = 1 and then we have
It is observed that, for n-dimensional AFF, some values are still not "fair" enough. For example, in 10-dim case,
should have a relatively larger value. To solve this issue, another constraint is required, which is defined by
where is¢is a predefined constant. This leads to Theorem 4 as below.
Theorem 4 (Improved n-Dim Attention Fusion Function with Weights):
satisfies inequality (29), (30) (here, only function name is replaced by IAFFW) under the corresponding constraints,
, W is defined in equation (32), and 
W W
, and the improved fusion function without weight is
Proof of Theorem 4 is in the appendix, which also validates the correctness of Theorem 1, 2 and 3. Fig.7 shows the comparison of
Experimental results show that non-linear fusion scheme effectively reduces users' interaction without impairing performance.
VIDEO SUMMARIZATION BASED ON USER ATTENTION MODEL
As an important application of user attention model, a video summarization solution is developed to demonstrate the effectiveness, robustness and generality of user attention framework. The whole solution is shown as a flowchart in Fig. 8 , including static and dynamic summarization approaches. The visual and aural attention models are first computed. Then, an attention curve is generated by fusion scheme as shown in Fig. 10-II(e) . Based on this curve, key-frames and video skims are extracted around the crests. According to the definition of user attention model, the crests in attention curve indicate the corresponding video segments most likely attract viewer attentions.
In order to determine the precise position of crests, a derivative curve is generated as shown in Fig. 10-II(d) . The peaks of wave crests are those zero-crossing points from the positive to the negative on derivative curve. In Fig. 10-II(c) , the extracted key-frames are denoted by the pins with the height indicating attention values of corresponding frames. According to the attention values of key-frames, multi-scale static abstraction may be conveniently generated by ranking these attention values. For shot-based static abstraction, key-frames within a shot are used as representative frames. The maximum attention value among all key-frames in a shot is regarded as indicator of shot importance. If there is no wave crest in a shot, the middle frame is chosen, because all frames in this shot are equal important. If only one key-frame is required for each shot, the key-frame with the maximum attention value is selected. If the total number of key-frames allowed is less than shots in a video, the key-frames with lower importance values are discarded.
With user attention model, dynamic video skimming generation also become much simpler. In this work, we propose a shot-based approach to demonstrate the effectiveness of user attention model. Given a skimming ratio, skim segments are selected around each key-frame of shot according to this ratio. In order to guarantee skimmed video sound natural and fluid, the uncompleted speech sentences should not be extracted. So, sentence boundary is indispensable information for video skimming. Although it is difficult to fully retrieve each sentence, the pause or silence duration may be the important indicators for sentence boundary. Due to the existence of background sound or noise, silence does not always occur at sentence boundaries. Therefore, we propose an adaptive threshold for pause detection according to background sound level detection. In our implementation, we segment speech into sentences by the following steps: 1) determine adaptive threshold by background sound level detection; 2) identify pause and non-pause frame using energy and ZCR information; 3) smooth detection result based on minimum pause length and minimum speech length, separately; 4) detect sentence boundaries according to long pause durations.
The process of skim segment selection is illustrated in Fig. 9 . First, the length of each skim in a shot is calculated according to the number of key-frames, skimming ratio and shot duration L. The total skim length of a shot should be evenly distributed to each key-frame. Also, any segment should not be shorter than the minimum length L min .
Usually, L min is set to 30 frames, because the segment shorter than 30 frames not only is too short to convey semantics, but also may annoy audiences. If the average length of skims is smaller than L min , the key-frame with minimum attention value is removed. Sequentially, the total skim length is re-distributed to the rest of key-frames.
This process is conducted iteratively until the average length is higher than minimum length L min . For example, given a 25% skimming ratio, 12.5% of shot around each crest should be selected if there are two crests or key-frames in this shot (12.5%L > L min ). Then, we search the skims with the required length along crest contour from top to bottom. If the skim segment crosses shot boundary, it is trimmed at shot boundary. The trimmed skims with the length shorter than L min are discarded. Finally, the skim segments are aligned with speech/sentence boundaries. If the overlap between skim and sentence is small enough, the skim is shifted out of sentence to avoid interrupting sentence as skim-1 in Fig. 9 . Otherwise, the skim boundary is aligned to sentence's boundary as skim-2 in Fig. 9 .
Although fully semantic understanding and complex heuristic rules are not required in this process, the dynamic video summarization created by user attention model is consistent with human perception.
EVALUATIONS
The issues of key-frame extraction and video summarization had been intensively investigated, but there is no a standard or best method to evaluate their performance. Video summarization assessment is a strong subjective task.
Therefore, it is difficult for any mechanical comparison or simulation methods to obtain accurate evaluations, because these methods are not consistent with human perception. User study is widely used for video summarization evaluation, such as [41] [42] [43] [46] . For example, two studies on different "video skim" techniques were reported in [46] . The two tasks were designed for evaluation purpose: the one is to let subjects answer specific questions; the other is let subjects match video skims with representative text phrases and key-frames. In [43] , 4 criteria for video summary evaluation, i.e., conciseness, coverage, context and coherence, were proposed. Although no uniform user study method is agreed, user study is still a good choice for video summarization evaluation. As complex user study often frustrates subjects so that the accurate results cannot be achieved, we design a user study experiment as simple as possible and provide subjects friendly UI, which guarantee subjects to perform energetically.
Again, we invited 20 subjects to assess the video summaries generated by the augmented user attention model. The whole experiment is composed of three parts, corresponding to single key-frame, multiple key-frames and video skimming. The subjects required to take part in the third part first to guarantee they were innocent of video content before evaluating video skimming. The testing videos cover different genres and different length in order to verify the robustness and generality of user attention model as well as video summarization schemes. The details of testing videos are listed in Table 1 . The total length of testing videos is about 70 minutes, and the length of individual videos varies from 6 minutes to half an hour. As shot is the fundamental structure of video and the basic unit of evaluation, shot boundaries are given in advance. Totally, 742 shots are segmented from testing videos. (1), (13), (22) and (31) are reserved. In these shots, a fish, as a narrator, is telling of the babies of animals. On the other hand, camera zooming in shot (2), (3), (6) and (27) are also accurately detected, which are utilized to emphasize the scenes. As a result, the key-frames selected from these shots all have appropriate camera views. In shot (23) , a little fish is swimming and twisting rapidly. These intense motions result in a dramatic increase as well as great variation in motion attention curve (f).
Correspondingly, 5 key-frames are selected from shot (23) as shown in curve (c), which are much more than that from other shots. In our experiments, all weights are equal and all magnifiers are switched on.
Static Summarization Evaluation
We classify shot-based static summarization into two categories: single key-frame solution and multiple key-frame solution, because of different functions. Single key-frame is usually used as a representative icon of shot. Whether single key-frame is informative enough or not is the main concern for viewers. In contrast, multiple key-frames display the evolving process of events to viewers. Therefore, viewers usually have more concerns on whether multiple key-frames are redundant or insufficient. In our experiments, the single key-frame and multiple key-frame solutions are evaluated separately. The subjects were required to give an assessment: good, neutral or bad, to single key-frame, while give an assessment: good, too much or too few, to multiple key-frames.
During the experiment, subjects briefly reviewed shots by double-clicking shot icons first. Then, they give their assessments to single and multiple key-frame solution shot by shot. The icons of shots are displayed in a planar view, which are also the results of single key-frame solution. The corresponding multiple key-frames are displayed in other view below when subjects click on a shot icon. Meanwhile, the reference frames extracted every 05 sec. from this shot are also displayed aside. Subjects may compare the key-frames with reference frames to get accurate assessments. In order to obtain a quantitative assessment, we quantify subjects' assessments on single key-frame into scores 100, 50 and 0, corresponding to good, neutral, and bad. Thus, an average score is calculated, as listed in Table 2 . The average score for single key-frame solution is above 86. For multiple key-frames evaluation, the quantitative measurement of user satisfactory is defined as a ratio of the number of "good" assessments to total number of shots. As shown in Table 3 , the average score for multiple key-frame solution is close to 75%. The promising results not only show that user attention models are consistent with human perception, but also indicate that aural information is an important supplementary for visual information to identify appropriate key-frames from shot.
Dynamic Summarization Evaluation
Generally speaking, users always expect that the skimmed video is as short and as informative as possible. However, it is difficult to achieve the two objectives at the same time. Therefore, we may fix one criterion and evaluate the other, that is, we assess how informative the skimmed video is at a fixed skimming ratio. In our experiments, the skimming ratio of 15% and 30% are considered. As the flow of skimmed video may become unnatural and not smooth, it is necessary to assess how enjoyable the skimmed video is considering the fluency of speech and music as well as the smoothness of image sequence. Therefore, in this experiment, we design two criteria for dynamic video skimming assessment, namely, informativeness and enjoyablity. According to the two criteria, the subjects were required to assign two 0~100 scores to the skimmed videos. In order to eliminate subjective variances, the subjects were also required to assess original video by same criteria, because subjects may think the original videos are not enjoyable or informative enough, such as home videos. The default scores of original videos are 100. Finally, we normalize the scores assign to skimmed videos by the scores to original videos.
The subjects were required to look through 15%, 30% skims and original video in turn without fast forward or backward functions. The assessment scores cannot be given until the corresponding sequences are completely reviewed. The whole process is controlled by evaluation program. Experimental results are shown in Table 4 . The scores in the non-highlighted rows are average scores from 20 subjects and the normalized average scores are put in the highlighted rows. The overall average scores at the bottom of table are calculated from normalized scores. The average informativeness and enjoyablity scores at skimming ratio of 15% are 63.70 and 65.94, respectively, while the ones at 30% are 75.27 and 76.89, respectively. These numbers indicate that the proposed dynamic summarization scheme is effective even at very low skimming ratio. When 85% or 70%of video content is skipped, i.e., the skimming ratio is 15% or 30%, the viewer satisfactory only drop 36.30% or 24.73% on informativeness, and 34.06% or 23.11% on enjoyablity, respectively. Although the testing videos have big variations in content and duration, the normalized scores tend to be consistent. Comparatively, the skimmed videos from Bahamas.mpg are assigned lower scores both in informativeness and enjoyablity than others. The scores on corresponding original video are also lower than others due to lacking of audio track. However, the normalized scores become the highest.
This case indicates that it is much easy to generate skims from video without audio track than those have rich aural information, especially speech.
In order to compare with the experimental results reported in [4] , we used the same testing set. As shown in Table 2 , 3 and 4, the user satisfactory scores in two user studies are almost same except for the slight improvement in new experiment, although the subjects invited in two experiments were different. This consistent result indicates that user attention based video summarization is a stable and robust approach. Importantly, the modeling process is significantly speeded up due to integration of new static model and camera motion estimation modules. The average processing time has become less than real-time playing. The encouraging experimental results have proven the effectiveness, robustness and generality of user attention model as well as video summarization schemes.
CONCLUSIONS AND DICUSSIONS
In this paper, we present a generic framework of user attention model which is an alternative way to video content analysis, including structuring, indexing and filtering. Also, a set of visual and aural attention modeling methods are proposed. As an application of the proposed framework, a feasible solution for video summarization, including static abstraction and dynamic skimming, is developed to demonstrate the effectiveness, robustness and generality of user attention model. Due to integration of our latest work on visual attention and a non-linear fusion scheme, the user attention model becomes much more completed, consistent and generic than original one. In addition, a fast qualitative camera motion estimation module is employed to replace classical affine model. Because of these improvements, we carried out the same user study experiment in [4] again. The new experimental results show that the attention modeling process has been significantly sped up by effectively reducing computational complexity.
Meanwhile, the satisfactory scores also have been slightly increased. Such consistent results validate the stability of the proposed approaches from the other side. As a generic and extendable framework, user attention model also can be applied to other applications. For example, adaptive content delivery, video retrieval, browsing and management all may benefit from this user attention analysis framework.
Thus we have
We then have
it is easy to prove
From (45), (46) and (48), we have
Consequently, from (42) (43) and (50) we have
If (31) is satisfied, inequality (49) and (50) is strictly satisfied, while if (40) is satisfied, inequality (43) is strictly satisfied. Therefore, when (31) or (40) is satisfied, inequality (51) is strictly satisfied. 
Thus (52) is proved, and consequently (29) is proved. 
